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Abstract. In this paper, we focus on Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs)
with non-uniform node density distribution such as Vehicular Ad-hoc
Networks (VANETs) and Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs), and pro-
pose a technique for protocol testing and performance evaluation. In
such MANETs, node density varies depending on locations and time,
and it dynamically changes every moment. In the proposed method, we
designate node density distributions and their dynamic variations in a
target area. Then, we construct a graph called TestEnvGraph where all
node density distributions are treated as its nodes and they are con-
nected by edges whose weights denote differences of two node density
distributions. We specify a set of edges to be tested in the graph, for-
mulate a problem for efficiently reproducing all the given node density
distributions and their dynamic variations as a rural postman problem,
find its solution and use it as the order of reproduction of designated
node density distributions and their variations. Protocol testing is car-
ried out by reproducing node density distributions in the derived order.
We have designed and developed a method and its tool for mobility gen-
eration on MANETs, which can reproduce any designated node density
distribution and its dynamic variations in a target area. From our exper-
iments for a VANET protocol, we have shown that our method can give
a similar trend in network throughput and packet loss rates compared
with realistic trace based protocol testing.

Keywords: Protocol testing, Performance evaluation, MANET, Mobil-
ity, VANET, DTN, Rural postman problem

1 Introduction

With the advance of mobile wireless communication technology, recently sev-
eral types of mobile wireless communication systems have been designed and
developed. Smart phones and car navigation systems can be used for commu-
nicating neighboring people and vehicles, respectively. Mobile Ad-hoc Network
(MANET) applications such as Vehicular Networks (VANETs) and Delay Tol-
erant Networks (DTNs) are becoming popular. VANET is the most promising
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MANET applications. Also, several DTN systems using smart phones and car
navigation systems have been proposed as emergency communication means in
disaster situations. Those systems can be used as social systems and they require
high reliability and sustainability. In general, sensor networks are stable and they
are often used in areas with uniform node density distributions. However, unlike
stable sensor networks, VANET and DTN applications are used under non-
uniform node density distributions. Node density varies depending on locations
and time, and it dynamically changes every moment. It is well-known that node
mobility and density affect reliability and performance of MANET applications
[2, 18]. In order to improve reliability and performance of MANET applications,
it is important to reproduce several types of node density distributions efficiently
and carry out their testing in simulation using network simulators and/or emu-
lation using real mobile devices (e.g. mobile robots).

In this paper, we propose a protocol testing method for such MANET proto-
cols and applications. In the proposed method, first we designate a set of node
density distributions and their dynamic variations for a target area for which
we want to carry out protocol testing and performance evaluation. For example,
in VANET applications, node densities near intersections might become high
when their signals are red while they might become low when the signals be-
come green. Here, we assume that protocol designers can designate such node
density distributions and their variations for a target area through simulation
and real trace data. Then, we construct a graph called TestEnvGraph where all
node density distributions are treated as its nodes and they are connected by
edges whose weights denote differences of two node density distributions. The
graph TestEnvGraph represents a testing environment and its dynamic change
of node density distributions to be tested. As shown in [2], it is known that it
takes time to reproduce MANET with designated mobility and make it stable.
Thus, it is desirable that we can reproduce all the designated node density dis-
tributions and their variations with a small cost. In this paper we formulate a
problem for efficiently reproducing all the designated density distributions and
their variations as a rural postman problem [12] of the graph TestEnvGraph,
find its solution using a heuristic algorithm and use it as an efficient order to
reproduce all the designated node density distributions and their variations.

On the other hand, in [20], we have proposed a method for generating a
waypoint mobility model with designated node density distributions for a target
area. In this paper, we slightly extend its method and use it to reproduce desig-
nated node density distributions and their dynamic variations mechanically. Fig.
1 denotes an example of a designated node density distribution and its mobility
patterns. The dark gray cells in Fig. 1 (a) denote high node density while the
light gray cells denote low node density. Fig. 1 (b) denotes example mobility
patterns. Using a rural postman tour for the graph TestEnvGraph, we reproduce
a testing environment which can treat any designated node density distributions
and their dynamic variations with a small cost.

In order to show effectiveness of the proposed method, we have compared net-
work throughput and packet loss rates of VANET applications in our approach
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(a) node density distribution (b) example mobility patterns

Fig. 1. Example of node density distribution and its mobility patterns

with those obtained in real trace based (microscopic mobility based) approaches.
In ITS research communities, it is known that vehicular densities strongly affect
the performance of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication. Therefore, trace
based data and microscopic vehicular mobility models are often used. They are
useful to reproduce typical traffic patterns. Here, we have generated vehicular
mobility patterns using both the proposed method and a microscopic traffic sim-
ulator VISSIM [21], and compared their performance. We have generated typical
10 patterns of node density distributions and their dynamic variations near an
intersection. Then, we have evaluated the performance of a protocol. The re-
sults are shown in Section 6. Our experiments have shown that the performance
based on node density distributions and their dynamic variations derived using
our proposed method and tool is rather close to that based on real trace based
and microscopic vehicular mobility based traffic patterns.

Real traces and those obtained from microscopic traffic simulators can repro-
duce typical traffic patterns easily. However, it is difficult to reproduce peculiar
traffic patterns using such methods. In general, it takes much time and costs to
reproduce rare cases. On the other hand, the proposed method can designate
any node density distribution and its variations. It can help to improve the per-
formance and reliability of MANET protocols and applications. As far as the
authors know, it is the first approach that we can designate any node density
distributions and their variations and use them for protocol testing. By finding
a rural postman tour for the graph TestEnvGraph, we minimize the cost for
reproducing the designated node density distributions and their variations.

2 Related Work

It has been recognized that node mobility and density affect the performance
of mobile wireless networks [15, 23], and many mobility models have been pro-
posed so far [3, 18]. Random-based mobility models such as the Random Way-
point (RWP) model and the Random Direction (RD) model are often used,
and some analytical researches have revealed their properties [5, 14]. The re-
sults have shown that the node density distribution is not uniform; e.g. there
is a high-density peak at the central point of the target area. There are several
works for protocol testing of MANET. For example, Ref. [22] proposed a game
theory based approach for formalizing testing of MANET routing protocols. Ref.
[8] proposed a method for conformance testing and applied it to Dynamic Source
Routing (DSR). For details, see a survey of Ref. [4].
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On the other hand, if we want to design MANET applications for pedes-
trians with smart phones and/or running vehicles in urban districts, we need
more realistic mobility. For example, in VANET application areas, Refs. [7] and
[16] proposed adaptive protocols for efficient data dissemination from vehicles
by considering neighboring vehicular density so that we can avoid the so-called
broadcast storm problem. In [1], the authors proposed a method for estimation
of vehicular density. Ref. [17] argued the need for combining a specific road traffic
generator and a wireless network simulator. They need to be coupled bidirec-
tionally when a target VANET protocol may influence the behavior of vehicles
on streets. Recently, several microscopic vehicular mobilities are proposed as the
means for reproducing realistic vehicular mobility [6, 13, 19, 21]. A traffic simula-
tor VISSIM [21] adopts a microscopic vehicular mobility. Ref. [19] also proposed
a microscopic vehicular mobility which can reproduce a vehicular mobility close
to real traffic traces obtained from aerial photographs of Google Earth.

MANET applications for pedestrians with smart phones have similar anal-
ysis. In [9], we have shown that there are large variations for performance and
packet loss rates of multi-hop communications depending on node density dis-
tributions. In DTNs, it is known that node mobility and density strongly affect
the reliability and performance of DTN applications (e.g. see [23]). Especially, if
there are no rely nodes, in many DTN protocols, intermediate nodes store their
received data and forward them to their preceding nodes when they are found.
In order to show that proposed store-and-forward mechanisms can work well, we
need to check sustainability for several types of node density distributions.

All the above research works show that reproduction of node mobility and
density distributions is very important. However, there are very few works about
testing of MANET protocols, which consider non-uniform node density distri-
butions and their dynamic variations. This paper is motivated to give a solution
for protocol testing on such a MANET.

3 MANETs with Non-uniform Node Density Distribution

In general, dissemination intervals of many VANET protocols are autonomously
adjusted depending on observed node density so that we can reduce the proba-
bility of packet collisions. Many of DTN protocols have store-and-forward mech-
anisms so that packets can reach to their destinations even if node density for a
part on their routes is very low for some period. Performance of such MANET
applications cannot be evaluated by general random based mobility.

In Fig.2, we show node density distributions and average speeds of moving
vehicles near an intersection where we divide a target road segment between
intersections into three cells of 200 meters and show their node densities with
three categories: “0(low)” (white cells), “1(middle)” (gray cells) and “2(high)”
(black cells). In this figure, on the horizontal road, the densities of two cells
close to the intersection are “high” and the other cells are very low, while the
densities of the vertical road are “middle” or “low”. It is a typical situation where
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Fig. 2. Node density and average speed at an intersection in typical conditions
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Fig. 3. Typical dynamic change of vehicular density distributions near an intersection

vehicles on the horizontal road are stopping at the signal before the intersection
and those on the vertical road run freely.

We have generated one hour’s traffic trace data of 1 km2 square area with 5×5
checked roads using the microscopic traffic simulator VISSIM [21], and analyzed
their node density distributions (note that we have removed first 20 minutes’
trace data in simulation since the simulated traffic has not been stable at first).
In the analysis, we have made a density map like Fig. 2 at each intersection for
every unit time period where the unit time period is 60 sec. Here, totally 1025
patterns of node density distributions are derived. In Fig. 3, we have shown
typical 10 traffic patterns and their dynamic change representing a loop where
an ID number is given for each pattern. We have classified the obtained patterns
by density distribution patterns for horizontal roads, and found that the most
emergent top 14 patterns can cover about 25 % of traffic situations.

Fig. 4 denotes the transitions among the top 14 typical patterns. When we
execute typical VANET based dissemination protocols and multi-hop commu-
nications among running vehicles, the typical variations of their node density
distributions correspond to transitions (sequences of edges) whose lengths are
three or four in Fig. 4. Thus, by reproducing all such transitions in Fig. 4 and
carrying out protocol testing for their transitions, we can check their reliability.
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Fig. 4. Transitions among top 14 typical states

For example, in [16] we have proposed a dissemination protocol for propa-
gating preceding traffic information. This protocol can gather real-time traffic
information of 2-3 km ahead within 3 minutes with 60-80 % probability. Most of
such preceding traffic information is sent from neighboring vehicles within a few
hundred meters. Suppose that Fig. 4 shows variations of node density distribu-
tions for such a road section and that each edge corresponds to an one minute’s
variation of node density distributions. Then, each sequence of three edges from
a state corresponds to dynamic change of node density distributions in the tar-
get road section for 3 minutes. Thus, by collecting all sequences of three edges
from all states and by testing their performance, packet loss rates and buffer
length, we can evaluate performance characteristic and reliability of the proto-
col. When we count the number of all sequences of three transitions from states
corresponding to typical node density distributions, it becomes rather large. In
Section 5, we will propose an efficient testing method.

We will give another example. In [10], we have proposed a protocol for realis-
tic mobility aware information gathering in disaster areas where we combine the
notion of store-and-forward mechanisms in DTNs and geographical routing on
MANETs. In the proposed protocol, if intermediate nodes cannot relay safety in-
formation to its home cells by multi-hop communication, they hold it until they
meet preceding nodes and re-transmit it as proxies. If shortest paths to home
cells are not available, detours are autonomously found. However, in [10], we
have only evaluated performance of DTN protocols for fixed disaster situations
such as Fig. 5 (b) and (c) where the white cells and gray cells represent movable
areas and obstacle areas, respectively. On the other hand, in an early stage in
disaster, obstacle cells might be small like Fig. 5 (a), and they might become
large like Fig. 5 (b) after time passes. It is desirable that we can reproduce such
dynamic extension of obstacle cells (e.g. change from Fig. 5 (a) to Fig. 5 (b)),
and carry out testing for a target DTN protocol.

As we have discussed above, it is desirable that

(a) MANETs with designated node density distributions can be mechanically
generated,
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(a) early stage in disaster (b) dense obstacles (c) sparse obstacles

Fig. 5. Expansion of obstacle cells in disaster

(b) dynamic variations (change) of node density distributions for a given MANET
can be mechanically generated, and that

(c) if multiple dynamic variations (change) of node density distributions need
to be tested, the total time necessary for testing should be minimized.

In the following sections, we will propose a testing method for considering those
conditions.

4 Mobility Generation with Designated Node Density
Distribution

In [20], we have proposed a method for generating a waypoint mobility model
with designated node density distributions for a target area where each node
repeats the process of (i) choosing a destination point in the target area, (ii)
moving straightly toward the destination point with a constant velocity, and
(iii) staying at the point for a certain time period. The goal of this work is to
synthesize mobility patterns that can capture real (or intentional) node density
distributions. Fig. 6 denotes typical node density distributions where dark and
thin gray colors denote high and low node densities, respectively. A target area
is divided into several subregions called cells and we can designate a favorite
node density to each cell. In order to automatically generate natural mobility
patterns realizing designated node density distributions, the method determines
probabilities of choosing waypoints from those cells, satisfying given node density
distributions. Fig. 7 denotes example mobility traces for the four types of node
density distributions. The problem is formulated as an optimization problem of
minimizing errors from designated node density distributions, and probabilities
of choosing waypoints at each cell are determined. Since the problem has non-
linear constraints, a heuristic algorithm generates near-optimal solutions.

Here, we extend the method in [20] so that we can treat variations of node
density distributions. First, we give an outline of the method about how to
determine the probabilities of choosing waypoints from each cell, satisfying given
node density distributions. Assume that the target area is divided into m × n
square cells and these cells are numbered sequentially from top left (0) to bottom
right (m·n−1) like Fig. 8 (a). Suppose that each node in cell i selects a destination
cell (say j) with probability pi,j called destination probability. These probabilities
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(a) Gradation (b) Checkerboard (c) Manhattan1 (d) Manhattan2

Fig. 6. Snapshots for four types of node density distributions

(a) Gradation (b) Checkerboard (c) Manhattan1 (d) Manhattan2

Fig. 7. Example traces for four types of node density distributions

need to satisfy the following equation.

m·n−1∑
j=0

pi,j = 1 (0 ≤ i ≤ m · n − 1) (1)
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(a) destination probability (b) transition on cell k (c) # of nodes on cell k

Fig. 8. Calculation of node transition probabilities

In a steady state, the number of nodes moving from an origin cell to a des-
tination cell per unit time is constant. We call it as a flow rate and denote it as
fj . The flow rate fj must satisfy the following equation.

fj =
m·n−1∑

i=0

fi · pi,j (0 ≤ j ≤ m · n − 1) (2)

Next, we define cell transit time representing time necessary for traveling
from cell i to cell j and cell transit number representing the number of nodes
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moving through a cell (say, cell k). As shown in Fig. 8 (b), we denote an origin
point in cell i and a destination point in cell j as (xi, yi) and (xj , yj), respec-
tively. The average transit distance (denoted by Li,j) between these two points
is represented as

√
(xj − xi)2 + (yj − yi)2. Similarly, the transit distance on cell

k (denoted Lpass
i,j,k ) for nodes traveling from cell i to cell j is shown in Fig. 8 (b).

Here, (xk1, yk1) and (xk2, yk2) denote the intersection points of the line segment
between (xi, yi) and (xj , yj) on the two sides of cell k. Assume that all the nodes
move at the same speed (denoted as V ) and that they stop for the same pause
time T pause after arriving at their destination cells. Hereafter, T pass

i,j,k denotes the
average cell transit time on cell k for nodes moving from cell i to cell j. T pass

i,j,k

is represented by the following equation. Note that the value of T pass
i,j,k is zero if

cell k has no intersection with the line segment (i.e. Lpass
i,j.k = 0).

T pass
i,j,k =

{
Lpass

i,j,k

V (j 6= k)
Lpass

i,j,k

V + T pause (j = k)
(3)

Hereafter, we show how to calculate the cell transit number by destination
probabilities. The number of nodes moving from cell i to cell j per unit time can
be represented as fi · pi,j . The transit time for these nodes can be represented
as T pass

i,j,k . Thus the number of nodes passing cell k in the nodes moving from
cell i to cell j is calculated as fi · pi,j · T pass

i,j,k (see Fig. 8 (c)). Since nodes might
pass through cell k for different combinations of origin-destination cells, the total
number of nodes at cell k (cell transit number dk) can be represented as follows.

dk =
m·n−1∑

i=0

m·n−1∑
j=0

fi · pi,j · T pass
i,j,k (4)

Here, in order to treat the cell transit number for cell k as the node density
for cell k, we assume that the number of all nodes is 1 as shown in Eq.(5). By
applying fi to Eq.(4), we can get the node density distribution obtained by pi,j .

m·n−1∑
k=0

dk = 1 (5)

Since the problem described above has non-linear constraints, we give a
heuristic algorithm to derive a solution. A trivial solution satisfying the above
constraints is that all nodes move only in the first assigned cells. In [20], we
give a proof to show that for any node density distribution, we can generate the
corresponding non-trivial waypoint mobility satisfying designated node density
distributions like Fig. 7. For details about how to solve the problem with the
above non-linear constraints, see [20].

In order to treat dynamic change of node density distributions, we give the
following constraint when a new (next) node density distribution is generated
from the current one. Let ˆpi,j and pi,j denote the destination probabilities from
cell i to cell j at the current and next time slots, respectively. And, let Diff
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denote the sum of the differences of destination probabilities at the current and
next time slots for all cells. If we can minimize the value of Diff , the next node
mobility can be generated relatively easily from the current node mobility. Then,
when we find a solution satisfying the above constraints, we give the following
objective function Diff and find a solution minimizing the value of Diff . From
our experiences, if the value of the objective function Diff is small, time neces-
sary to generate a steady next node density distribution becomes small. Thus,
in this paper, from the obtained value of Diff , we will generate the next node
density distribution by generating slightly different intermediate node density
distributions sequentially from the current node density distribution. By using
this method, we generate any dynamic variation of node density distributions.

Diff =
m·n−1∑

i=0

m·n−1∑
j=0

{pi,j − ˆpi,j} (6)

In Table 1, designated node density distributions and measured density dis-
tributions for the two mobilities are shown in the left side table and right side
table, respectively. Although the derived mobility cannot reflect designated node
density distributions perfectly, their errors are mostly within 0.1 % (there exist
relatively larger errors for reproduction of empty node density distributions).

Table 1. Designated (left) and measured (right) density distributions (%)

3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 3.01 3.92 2.94 4.00 3.00
4.00 6.00 4.00 6.00 4.00 4.14 6.04 4.07 6.07 4.03
3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 2.98 3.99 3.94 4.01 2.92
4.00 6.00 4.00 6.00 4.00 3.94 5.99 4.02 6.01 3.91
3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 3.01 3.99 3.01 4.00 3.00

(a) Checkerboard

4.00 4.50 5.00 4.50 4.00 3.95 4.41 4.96 4.41 3.95
4.50 0.00 5.50 0.00 4.50 4.39 0.41 5.34 0.41 4.39
5.00 5.50 6.00 5.50 5.00 5.00 5.43 5.92 5.43 5.00
4.50 0.00 5.50 0.00 4.50 4.39 0.41 5.34 0.41 4.39
4.00 4.50 5.00 4.50 4.00 3.95 4.41 4.96 4.41 3.95

(b) Manhattan1

5 Efficient Protocol Testing

In general, protocol testing is classified into two categories: simulation based
testing and real machine based testing. Real machine based testing is not realistic
for VANET applications. In such a case, using wireless network simulators and
reproducing several node density distributions is one possibility. As far as the
authors know, most of wireless network simulators can only reproduce random
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based and trace based mobility. On the other hand, our method can reproduce
node density distributions corresponding to several types of vehicular mobility
patterns and carry out the simulation based testing. The proposed method can
be also used for real machine based testing. For example, if multiple mobile
robots can follow the mobility patterns generated by the method described in the
previous section, movement of such robots satisfies the designated node density
distribution.

Here, we construct a graph TestEnvGraph for representing the testing envi-
ronment in a target area. Let Tpatterns denote such typical dynamic transition
patterns of node density distributions. For example, suppose that the node den-
sity distributions of three cells vary from “201” to “211” and “222” in turn where
“0”, “1” and “2” denote low, middle and high node densities, respectively. We
want to carry out testing for variations of those node density distributions in this
order. In such a case, we give a transition pattern ID “ph” to this transition pat-
tern “201 → 211 → 222” and make their pair < ph, “201 → 211 → 222” >. We
call this pair as the transition pattern with ID “ph”. Here, we assume that the set
Tpatterns of transition patterns includes all the set of node density distributions
and their variations for which we want to carry out testing.

Then, we construct the following graph G = (V, E) where V denotes the set of
all transition patterns with IDs where the node < ph, ni > (1 ≤ i ≤ k) belongs to
V if and only if a transition pattern < ph, “n1 → n2 →, ...,→ nk” > is included
in Tpatterns, and the edge < ph, ni >→< ph, ni+1 > (1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1) belongs to
E if and only if < ph, “n1 → n2 →, ...,→ nk” > is included in Tpatterns. Here,
we define the difference of node density distributions. For the transition pattern
“201 → 211 → 222”, we define that the difference of node density distributions
between “201” to “211” is “1” since only low node density “0” of the second
cell is changed to middle “1”. On the other hand, the difference of node density
distributions between “211” to “222” is “2” since the node densities of the second
and third cells are changed from “1” to “2”, and the sum of their differences is
“2”. We treat such a difference as the weight of the corresponding edge in E.
Since only target transition patterns are represented as the graph G = (V, E),
G = (V, E) is not always totally connected in general. Thus, we construct the
graphs G′ = (V + V ′, E + E′) and G” = (V + V ′ + V ”, E + E′ + E”) as follows.

For the graph G′ = (V + V ′, E + E′) , let V ′ denote the set of nodes where
< ∗, n1 > and < ∗, nk > belong to V ′ if < ph, “n1 → n2 →, ...,→ nk” is
included in Tpatterns, and < ∗, n1 >→< ph, n1 > and < ph, nk >→< ∗, nk >
belong to E′ if < ph, “n1 → n2 →, ...,→ nk” > is included in Tpatterns. Here, we
treat the weights for edges in E′ as zero. Then, we construct the graph G” =
(V +V ′+V ”, E+E′+E”) as follows, and treat it as the graph TestEnvGraph for
representing the testing environment. For each pair of < ∗, ni > and < ∗, nj >
whose difference of node density distributions is d, if there does not exist a
path from < ∗, ni > to < ∗, nj > whose total sum of edges’ weights is d in
G′ = (V + V ′, E + E′), we add < ∗, ni1 >,...,< ∗, nid−1 > to the set of nodes
V ”, and add (i) edge < ∗, ni >→< ∗, ni1 >, (ii) < ∗, nip >→< ∗, nip+1 >
(1 ≤ p ≤ d − 2), and (iii) < ∗, nid−1 >→< ∗, nj > to the set of edges E” where
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Fig. 9. Example TestEnvGraph

(i) the difference of node density distributions < ∗, ni > and < ∗, ni1 >, (ii) that
of < ∗, ip > and < ∗, nip+1 > (1 ≤ p ≤ d− 2) , and (iii) that of < ∗, nid−1 > and
< ∗, nj > are one. We treat the graph G” = (V + V ′ + V ”, E + E′ + E”) as the
graph TestEnvGraph. Note that there might be several choices for < ∗, nip

>→<
∗, nip+1 > (1 ≤ p ≤ d − 2). Here, any choice is acceptable as TestEnvGraph.

Fig. 9 denotes an example TestEnvGraph. Here, we assume Tpatterns = {<
p1, “222 → 221” >,< p2, “111 → 121” >,< p3, “221 → 111” >}. In this ex-
ample, there are three cells. The node density distribution “221” denotes that
node density of the first two cells is “2” (high) and that of the third cell is “1”
(middle). In Tpatterns, three variations of node density distributions are required
as those to be tested. The variation < “222 → 221” > requires that the node
density distribution is changed from “222” to “221”. In Fig.9, at first we con-
struct the graph G = (V, E). The nodes and edges with thick lines denote V and
E, respectively. The value of each edge denotes its weight (the difference of node
density distributions). The nodes and edges with fine lines denote those belong-
ing to V ′ + V ” and E′ + E” of TestEnvGraph = (V + V ′ + V ”, E + E′ + E”),
respectively.

[Property of TestEnvGraph]
The graph TestEnvGraph holds the following properties.

(a) For each pair of < ∗, ni > and < ∗, nj > in TestEnvGraph = (V + V ′ +
V ”, E + E′ + E”) whose difference of node density distributions is d, there
exists a path from < ∗, ni > to < ∗, nj > (also a path from < ∗, nj > to
< ∗, ni >) whose total sum of edges’ weights is d in TestEnvGraph.

(b) If we carry out testing for all edges in E, then we can conclude that all the
transition patterns representing the designated node density distributions
and their variations in Tpatterns are tested.

[Rural Postman Problem (RPP)]
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For a given directed graph G = (V, E) and a subset E′ ⊆ E of edges (here,
we call E′ as the set of target edges to be traversed), Rural Postman Problem
(RPP) is a problem to find the cheapest Hamiltonian cycle containing each of
edges in the set E′ of target edges to be traversed (and possibly others in E).
The problem is shown to be NP-complete [12]. We call a cheapest Hamiltonian
cycle as a rural postman tour for the graph.

Note that there are several heuristic algorithms for efficiently solving Rural
Postman Problem (RPP) although such heuristic algorithms might not be able
to find its optimal solution [12].

[Assumptions for protocol testing ]

(a) We can generate a waypoint-based mobility model with any designated node
density distribution using the method described in the previous section.

(b) It requires some cost (time) for generating the waypoint-based mobility
model with a designated node density distribution.

(c) In order for changing a given node density distribution to another one whose
difference of node density distributions is d, it requires some cost (time) in
proportion to d.

[Problem to find the most efficient testing order for TestEnvGraph]
For a given TestEnvGraph = (V +V ′+V ”, E+E′+E”) where E denotes the

set of all the transition patterns of node density distributions and their variations
belonging to Tpatterns, if the above assumptions hold, then the problem to find
the most efficient testing order for TestEnvGraph is formulated as a problem to
find a rural postman tour for TestEnvGraph where E is treated as the set of
target edges to be traversed.

In order for solving Rural Postman Problem (RPP), we have used a SA-based
heuristic algorithm and found an efficient testing order for TestEnvGraph.

For TestEnvGraph shown in Fig. 9, suppose that we start testing from node <
∗, “111” >. Then, the rural postman tour (RPP) < ∗, “111” >→< p2, “111” >→<
p2, “121” >→< ∗, “121” >→< ∗, “221” >→< ∗, “222” >→< p1, “222” >→<
p1, “221” >→< ∗, “221” >→< p3, “221” >→< p3, “111” >→< ∗, “111” > de-
notes a shortest tour for this testing and its total weights (the sum of the differ-
ences of node density distributions) is 6. If MANET designers generate variations
of node density distributions in this order and carry out protocol testing, then
they can carry out it with the minimum cost.

[Problem to find the most efficient testing order ]
Let V = {n1, n2, ..., nk} denote the set of all designated node density distri-

butions for which we want to carry out testing (and/or performance evaluation).
Then, we designate < pi, “ni → ni” > (1 ≤ i ≤ k) as Tpatterns. Using the above
algorithm, we construct TestEnvGraph and find a rural postman tour where
E = {< pi, “ni → ni” >| 1 ≤ i ≤ k} is treated as the set of target edges to be
traversed. This modified rural postman problem (RPP) corresponds to the prob-
lem to find the most efficient testing order for carrying out tests of all designated
node density distributions.
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Table 2. The number of packet losses for trace data generated by VISSIM

Pattern [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Total

293 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 5
446 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 2
517 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 4
246 1 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 9 17
80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 7 13
369 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 4 13
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 6 11
71 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 4
45 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 6
152 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 3 3 10

Table 3. The number of packet losses for proposed method

Pattern [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Total

293 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 6
446 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
517 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3
246 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 8 15
80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 6 13
369 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 12
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 6 10
71 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 4
45 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 5
152 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 3 3 9

6 Experimental Results and Analysis

Here, we show some experimental results and their analysis using a case study on
VANET. Our method described in Section 4 can generate a similar node density
distribution for a given traffic trace data. However, its mobility is not the same
as that of real trace data. Therefore, we use the microscopic traffic simulator
VISSIM and have measured node density distributions from the obtained typical
trace data shown in Fig. 3. We have conducted a simulation for a trace composed
of these 10 patterns to evaluate multi-hop communications by AODV protocol
[11] over the intersection. We have transmitted packets from left to right through
the intersection every 1 second. Table 2 shows the number of packet losses at
each cell in Fig. 3 for the patterns. Each row [n] denotes the number of packet
losses at the cell [n] on the horizontal road in Fig. 2. The routes by AODV
protocol were usually constructed over cells on the horizontal road. Since the
packets are transmitted from left to right and the vehicles on these cells also
moved to the same direction. Thus, there are relatively few packet losses at the
upside cells even though their densities are high.

We have also measured the node density distributions at those cells. Based on
the obtained measured values, we have reproduced their node density distribu-
tions using the method described in Section 4 where “Manhattan1” mobility in
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Fig. 6 (c) is used for generating vehicular mobility. Then, we have evaluated the
packet loss rates through network simulation. Table 3 shows the packet loss rates
for the corresponding 10 patterns in Fig. 3. As shown in the two tables, although
the results for Table 2 and Table 3 are not the same, they show that their similar-
ity is rather high. Therefore, our proposed mobility model with designated node
density distributions can expect a similar trend in network throughput/reliability
that are related to how many packet losses occurred. Note that since the packet
losses happen at different timing in the two methods, it might be difficult to
reproduce and evaluate time sensitive protocols with our proposed method.

In general, trace based testing can represent realistic situations more accu-
rately. Typical traffic patterns can be obtained easily. However, it is difficult to
obtain unusual traffic patterns and it takes much time and costs. In order to im-
prove reliability and sustainability of target protocols like VANET protocols, it
is very important to reproduce not only typical traffic patterns but also unusual
ones and evaluate the reliability and sustainability for those situations.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a method for efficiently carrying out protocol
testing for a set of designated node density distributions and their variations. The
method formulates the problem for finding the most efficiently testing order as
the problem to find a rural postman tour for the graph called TestEnvGraph. The
experimental results show that our method can easily reproduce node density
distributions and their variations for VANET applications and their network
throughput and packet loss rates are rather similar with those based on real
trace based traffic data.

One of our future work is to collect several types of real trace data and
evaluate the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed method.
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